JD for Node Officer (Hyderabad) – NIXI (Contract: 1 year further extendable as per
performance.)
Candidate with 3-4 years of experience will be required to undertake the following
activities at Internet Exchange operations of NIXI:
Primary responsibility areas:
1. The person will be based out at the NIXI Point of presence and will act as point
of contact for NIXI. He will liaise with DC (Data center) provider, new and
existing NIXI member ISP/CDN who visit NIXI PoP for new implementation and
troubleshooting existing connections at NIXI Internet Exchange.
2. The person will supervise activities carried out at NIXI exchange points, these
activities include superve new connectivities at exchange point, vendors who
visit for Installation and commissioning, coordinate with NIXI technical teams
for troubleshooting.
3. The person will perform necessary routing / switching configuration on
networking devices in coordination with NIXI technical teams.
4. Analyzing and resolving different routing / peering issues raised by ISPs.
5. Person will be responsible for collection/recovery of NIXI outstanding amounts
pending towards NIXI Exchange point members.
6. Person will also be actively involved in promotional, marketing, campaigning
and other related activities for awareness and propagation of NIXI products and
services.
Other work responsibility areas:
1. Documentation responsibility related to NIXI IX nodes and operations.
2. Coordinate with NIXI accounts and BD (Business development) teams for
recovery/collection and promotional activities.
3. Business Development Activity for Internet Exchange Business- Meeting ISP
(Internet Service Provider) and CDN (Content Delivery Network) on regular basis
for business development.To ensure all major ISP’s and CDN’s in the area are
connected with NIXI NOC location and to meet monthly targets.
Requirement:
 B.Tech/B.E. in Computers, Electronics/Telecommunication / MBA
 Proven experience in network administrator role.
 Hands on experience in networking, routing and switching for 2 yrs.
 Experience in marketing will be an added advantage.
 Ready and able to work in a 24x7 operational environment.
 Proven written and oral communication skills.
Share resume at dhananjay@nixi.in

